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Cloud Cove is where all the best flyers in Hatchtopia go to race.

Nestled in the mountains of Hatchtopia, Crystal Canyon is an enchanted land, made up of gemstones and crystals! Here the nests have magical properties you have to see to believe!

Fabula Forest is a popular Hatchimals hangout! With multi-colored trees and nests, it’s the perfect place for Hatchimals to call home!

Located in Fabula Forest, the Lilac Lake is pretty magical. When Hatchimals swim in its beautiful waters, they actually turn purple!

Hatching Tip
The egg speckle colors represent the family of the Hatchimal inside - giving you a hint at who you might hatch.
Shimmering sands is warmest region in Hatchtopia. This beautiful desert sparkles and shines under the noon-day sun. Both Desert and Savannah Hatchimals come from the Shimmering Sands region.

Giggle Grove is home to the Giggling Tree - the source of all other trees in Hatchtopia. This amazing tree loves to laugh, and when you’re around it, you can’t help but giggle too!

Breezy Beach is the perfect place to spend the day, lying in the sand, swimming in the surf, and hanging out with your Hatchimal friends!

Cascading from Cloud Cove, Wishing Star Waterfall is made up of hundreds of shooting stars that have been caught in its waters. When Hatchimals fly to the top, make a wish and slide down, their wish comes true!

Rub the heart on the egg to warm it up. When it changes color your Hatchimal is ready to hatch!
**Polar Paradise** is the chilliest place in Hatchtopia. It’s high in the mountains, and has the best views of the sea and beyond.

The Hatchimals love to gather at **Friendship Farm**. They fly from all over Hatchtopia for the chance to make new friends!

**Glittering Garden** is made up of incredible, over-sized flower nests that glitter and sparkle. There are Bluebells that ring, Sunflowers that shine (even at night), and more!

**Hatching Tip**
There are many ways to hatch, but the easiest is pressing down just on or above the heart.
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LEARN CHARACTER NAMES AND MORE!
HATCHIMALS.COM/COLLECT
PLACE A PHOTO OF YOU WITH YOUR FAVORITE HATCHIMAL HERE

NAME: ____________________________________________

FAVORITE HANGOUT: ____________________________________________

DATE COMPLETED: ____________________________________________

We hope you've enjoyed your time in Hatchtopia! We can't wait to see you again soon!
Your Friends, The Hatchimals

Follow us @Hatchimals